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Dear Dad:
Thanks for your long
letter and your thoughtful
stand on the exercise proposition.
I can easily, and shall do as
you say, play squash at least
[Clarence class of ‘03? at MIT so 27 years out of his college.]
twice a week. The court is
10¢ apiece for two every half
hour which if I did for
four times a week would
only mount up to $1.60 a
month. There are plenty of
fellows that play here in
the house, it has all its own
courts, and all I have to do its
run up from the basement
and take my showers here in
(over)
the room.
As to that charity thing,
I think snobby Harvard has
taken a vry fair stand. 1st she
does not want to set a
precedent of playing a game
for charity, everytime things
seem to go hard. 2nd she
does not want to commercialize
football any more than necessary.

Certainly the players get enough
footfall during the season, and
an extra game is scarcely
according to their wish though
of course they couldn’t say
the don’t want to prolong the
[‘they’ he means]
season and have to make money
for somebody else. That probably
seems selfish. But there is
something wrong beneath some
(second page)
where and any amount of football games and charity drives is
not going to set things on the right
track.
Just to put a better
face on affairs, passing the hat at
the last three games, made $6,000
at the Dartmouth game.
I think you were trying to
[In pencil vertically:
impress me with your knowledge
MY GOD! CMH III 11.30.75
of music, putting [?] down all the
(square bracket on this paragraph.
classics that came along on the
Is Collis surprised at his own temerity?]
radio as you wrote.
I am sorry to hear about
your bum back again, it seems
there should be something you
[Exercise! Gramps did exercises each morning?]
could do.
I have seen the Sperry’s twice
[Sperry? As in Minneapolis computing?]
(to back)
now. He just lost his job
and got another, I think in
some sort of welfare position.
With Leel coming back
to Boston for Xmas, the
whole of our attack is knocked
cock-eyed.
[Attempt to get Hutchins to Minneapolis-see previous letter.]
Still trying to plug
for the divisional F.A.
exam and do to [sic] many other
things at the same time.
S far I have got 2 Bs
for November grades. Lawry
got Dean’s list I think!
Yours with love
Cog

